STEP #1
HOW MANY TACOS?

_____ 2 PP ($12) _____ 4 PP ($16)

STEP #2:
PICK THREE OPTIONS

_____ CHANCHO SMOKED PORK
_____ GRILLED PORK BELLY
_____ POLLO
_____ GRILLED SKIRT STEAK*
_____ VEGETARIANO
_____ CHORIZO MEXICANO

STEP #3
PICK TWO SIDES

_____ YUQUITA FRITA
   YUCA FRIES + SAUCE
_____ MOTE PILLO
   FARM EGG WITH HORMONY & SCALLION
_____ CHOLO CON QUESO
   GRILLED SPICE CORN, LIME, SALSA
   CHOLO, QUESO FRESCO
_____ LAPINGACHOS
   POTATO CAKES, CORN SALAD, AJI CASERO SAUCE
_____ SWEET CORN SALAD
   RADISH, RED ONION, HEIRLOOM TOMATO, CILANTRO,
   LIME, OLIVE OIL

¡OYE!
ALL TACOS COME WITH THE COMPLETE TACO BAR: PICKLED PEPPERS,
CABBAGE SLAW, PINEAPPLE SALSA, SCALLIONS, CILANTRO, RADISH,
CHOLO SAUCE, CHIMICHURRI SAUCE, CHILE CREMA, LIMES AND HOT SAUCES

*+$2 UPCHARGE PER PERSON

CHOLOS
GET CHURROS
$2 PER PERSON